B. E. JOHNSON
[November Theorem 3.3 of [5] , restated in terms of generalized characters, implies that x is a limit (in A) of a net x* of generalized characters with |(xJo-(g)| =0 or 1 for a almost all g £ G for each a s M(G). Thus (xa)u -*• b in a(L^(p), Lí(p)). By condition (i) we can write (xa)u = aj>a where <j>a £ G~, aaeC and we have \aa\ \<f>a\ = \aa\ =0 or 1.
By transferring to a subnet if necessary we can assume that c = lim aa exists. Clearly |c| = l and c<pa->-b. Thus a=bc~1 e D and |a| = |¿|.
Now if a £ D with 0< |a| < 1 and xb is a net in G"" with Xß -*■ a in a(Lm(p), L^p.)), by considering G^ embedded in A in the usual way, in which case G^ <= 8M, we can find a subnet Xa of xa converging to a point x in A. Clearly x 6 dAf and x« = aSince, for any z with Rez>0, |x|z is a generalized character and (|xl2)« = M*l where |a|* takes all values in 0<|w|<l as z ranges over Rez>0 we see that {|c| ; a=xu for some x 6 A} contains the whole of (0, 1) whereas {\a\ ; a = x« for some xedM}={\a\;ae D} does not. Thus A#<W.
2. The general construction of p. We now suppose that we have the following : V0, Vx, ..., a basic system of compact neighborhoods of 0 in G with F¡=> Fi+1 + Vi + X; mx, m2,..., positive integers; Xy, i= 1, 2,.. -,j=0, 1,..., mt-1 such that xi0=0, x¡j e Vi"x and Vt_x is the union of the disjoint sets xtí4-Fj,y=0,..., mt-1.
We put where 8(x) is the point mass at x. The infinite convolutions converge by [7, Lemma 8] and p.=[J,yeYt p(y+ K)8(y)] *p¡. It is important for §5 that we only use the compactness of the Vt to show that pn is concentrated on Vn. We shall reduce the problem of showing that p. satisfies the hypothesis of 1.1 to the consideration of certain limits. Let S be the (not necessarily closed) countable subgroup of G generated by all the xu and let v be a bounded measure obtained by placing point masses at each of the points of S. Put C7=fi+v. Then for x 6 A, xÁs+t) = Xo(s)xÁt) for ax a almost all (s, t) in GxG so that, for each se S, Xo(s+t) = XÁs)Xo(t) for a almost all / e G. In particular x» is a character on S. Note also that Xa=Xu M almost everywhere.
For y £ F¡, c(i, y) is the characteristic function of y+ F¡ and C¡ is the linear span of the £•(/, v). Since for each i the sets v + Vt cover V0 and the F¡ form a base of the neighborhood system of 0, we can find, for each continuous function g on G and each i, a gt e C{ such that g¡ ->■ g uniformly on VQ. Since V0 contains the support of p. and Xa^L^^^L^p)
we can find, for each /', an / e C¡ with ||/¡-Xalli-»-0 (¿J(^) norm). As the C¡ are finite dimensional we can suppose the/ chosen so that Proof. We know that/^-x» in L1^)-If |ârj| =0 for all i then x"=0 and certainly Xu=aKY for some a e C, Y e C\ If |a¡| ^0 then the condition in the theorem is satisfied with ej=a¿ and there is Ye G" with Xa(s)=Y(s) for all se S. Since Y is continuous a¡~ Vi = 1 ^(jM/, y) -*■ ^ uniformly on F0 and thus in L1^). Hence atY -> x« in L1^), a=lim a¡ exists and x"=aY.
We now consider how (ii) of 1.1 can be satisfied.
(i) D^\fi.(G-)}~.
(ii) If there is a net xa in G~ such that ß(xa) -*■ a and x«(j) -> 1 for all s e S then ae D (fi is the Fourier transform of p.).
Proof. If ae D there is a net x« in G~ with x«->« in ^"(f4))L1^)).
In particular /x(xJ=laxadp.-+\Gadp.=a so that a e [¿¿(G~)] -. Since if a is as in (ii) then |a| = l (because |/*|^|^|| = 1) and the functions Xoe, a lie in the unit ball in LK(p) and since the span of the c(i, y) is dense in V-(p), it is enough to show that c(i, y)x« dp -> c(i,y)adp. = p(y+Vt)a Jg Ja for each i= 1, 2,..., y e Yt. However, j xAn, y) dp = p.(y+ Vn)Xa(y) j x« dp.n and jxa dp = (Jx« <4*»)( 2 x«(y)n(y+ vS)
Since j Xa dp. -> a and the second factor in the second equation -*■ 1 for each n we have j Xa dpn -*■ a for each n and so J" x<*c(w> j) dp -*■ ap.(y+ Vn).
3. The case of an infinite product of cyclic groups. Let Z(n) denote the additive group of integers modulo n and let mt be a sequence of integers = 2. We shall show how the considerations of the previous section apply to G = Z(mx) x Z(m2) x ■ ■ ■.
We put Vt = {g; g e G, gj = 0 for jii} and take for xti that element g of G with gk=0 for k # i and gt =j.
3.1. The condition in 2.1 applies to G.
Proof. In this case XnxZ(mn) and so Xo(xnj) -w' for some mnth root w of 1.
We are thus concerned with By what we have shown above the sequence ii, = 2(m¡ +1)"1 [1 -exp (2nim~x)] "1 has a limiting point a with 0< |a| < 1. Suppose QJ([ is a subsequence with ùik -*■ a and consider the character Xk(g) = exP (2i-igile7nJ~1). Then for large k, xfc= 1 on Xn and so certainly Xk(s) ->■ 1 on S and p(x,c) = &Jk -> a so that the first part of 1.1 (ii) follows from 2.2 (ii). We have now proved 3.3. Z(mx) x Z(m2) x ■ ■ ■ satisfies the hypotheses of 1.1. 4 . The case of the p-adic integers. Throughout this section p is a fixed prime number. The discrete group p°° of all pnth (n = 1, 2,...) roots of unity has as dual the additive group Ip of the p-adic integers which is a compact abelian topological group. The elements of IP can be denoted by infinite sequences (kx, k2,...) of integers with kn+x = kn modp" (see [1, p. 154] ). Two such sequences (kn), (/") with &"=/" modp" for all n determine the same element of Ip. The duality betweenp00 and Ip is given by <exp (2irimp~n), (kx, k2,.. .)> = exp (2mmknp~n).
The elements of Ip can also be denoted by sequences [kx, k2, ...] with «¡ = 0, 1,..., p -1 where k¡ = kx +pi<2 + ■ ■ • +pl " 1kí. The topology on I" is that inherited in this way from a countable product of discrete p element spaces.
To apply the considerations of §2 we take mi =p for all i, Vx =piIp(={p'g; g e Ip}). For ne Z, the group of integers, let n=(n, n, n,...). Then n -+ n is a group homomorphism of Z into Ip. We put xu = n where n=jpi~1. S is the image of Z under n -*■ ii and, since x» is a character on S, we have xff(n) = exp 27ri'na for some a e [0, 1).
The condition in 2.1 applies in Ip.
Proof. We are concerned with
Since this tends to 0 and is a sum of positive terms we have bn-bn-x -> 0 and bn exp 2mapn ~1-bn-x->0. Subtracting we get bn( l -exp 2triapn ~ *) ->-0 and since \bn\ is a nonzero constant exp 2-niapn~l -> l as n -> co. This can only occur if a=kp~' for some integers £, /. However, this implies that x<¡ on S is the restriction of the continuous character corresponding to exp 2itikp~l ep°°. For the first part of (ii) we take Xk(*)=exp 2iri2kx so that xk(x) -> 1 as k -> oo for each * e ¿ and ß(xk) -*■ n"=i 3"1 (2+exp 2m'2-n), a number in 0< |z| < 1. Proof. We make the same construction as in T and the proof is similar except that / takes on all real values and 2.2(f) is not enough to give the second part of 1.1 (ii). However if ae D there is a net ltt in R with the corresponding characters
